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DESIGNERS STATEMENT.

Niamh Brownlie
As a Designer I value spaces that are
created by and for the individuals that
inhabit those space. I look to design
spaces and City enclosures to facilitate
the individuals need within the City.
Contact
Instagram: niamhbrownlieied
Email: niamhcbrownlie@gmail.com

THE BRIEF.
Inflatable City proposes a new tool for city voyeurism through inflatable architecture, pocketed within spatial enclosures of the urban rooms
within the city. This visionary metropolis/ urban
utopia en-capsules a packed city, capturing the
main essence of a city as being the interaction
that happens within the architecture. The concept
features four stages, expanding on processes
which create the possibility for collective action
and collaboration about the city’s structure and
design. The four sites are housed within the in-between spaces of buildings creating intimate areas
within the city that can be repopulated with the
consideration of the individual within the urban
process, activating the city from inside the city.
Inflatable City acts as a physical representation
of the design process, in the form of stages
which allow for spontaneous interventions created everyday by the users, allowing for a space
validating their involvement within the creation
of their environment. The first site, the City Laboratory, is the only permanent structure, acting as a test bed and a physical workshop for
producing city objects and prototype inflatable
structures. The temporary inflatable spatial interventions within the city space allow for new
tools and modes of urbanism, one that works
directly with the urban fabric of the cities, merging with the collective community. This form of
urbanism analyses the relationships between
space, place and social relations. Acting as a
proposal for public space, one that facilitates the
collective involvement of the city’s inhabitants.

Inflatable City is a Project in partial
fulfilment of BDes Interior and
Environmental Design, May 2021.
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SOCIAL CONTEXT AND
RESEARCH
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Understanding the consequences of the automobile urbanism on the deteriorating public space of the city. The
space in cities left for people to gather is dwindling due
to the dominance of space for automobiles within the city.
However, it is possible to look inward within cities at the
in-between spaces of buildings to create areas for public
gathering. As said by Architect Jan Gehl “life in buildings
and between buildings seems in nearly all situations to rank
as more essential and more relevant than the spaces and
buildings themselves.” Alleyways act as the capillaries for the
city’s circulation system through utilitarian origins of loading
goods. Using this to facilitate the flow of city structure ideas
process. They create urban rooms within the spatial enclosure of the surrounding buildings, these forgotten spaces
can be activated through temporary interventions through
combining all city functions becoming containers for city life.
Pandemics have a decentring effect, making space for
other inhabitants to reclaim their place within the city.
Inevitably identifying the in-between spaces of buildings
as belonging to the people and acting as an unobtrusive
way to promote change in city structure allowing for this
through anywhere that could fit the gathering of people.
By doing so, it can create a space where the community
could gather together and become involved in the planning of the area. Through translating the ideologies of the
collective onto the street this creates public space, giving
the area a community texture. Thus, creating a space for
society to exist and dwell in the built environment through
referring to previous ideas surrounding placemaking.
It is apparent that the occupation of the in-between spaces of buildings can act as a solution to the disregard of
society within the built environment. Explore the temporary occupation of the in-between space to bring ownership and inclusion of city structure to the inhabitants.
It
is
our
duty
to
shape
cities
to
purpose
society
and
future
societies.

“No specific plan can be applied
to cities, as people construct
them and it is around people that
plans must be made.” [...] “Cities
have the capability of providing
something for everybody, only
because, and only when, they
are
created
by
everybody.”
Urban Planner Jane Jacobs

Architect Yona Friedman

“The City should not resist the
inhabitants it should obey them.”

CITY STRUCTURE
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ARCHITECTURE AND THE BODY.
Researching architecture that reacts with the human
body, inflatables are a good example of this as they
require human intervention in order to be erected.
Looking at avant-guard utopian architecture
practices which create installations that allows
the individual users to look inward in reaction to
architecture and transforming buildings usage.
Considering how to engage people with the everyday and invent new modes of behaviours through
examining the way in which we communicate.
Considering how we as individuals interact
with architecture and combining that with the
dual interaction of human connection and
the joint communication with architecture.
Expanding on process which creates the possibility for collective action and collaboration
that leads into social activism. Focusing on
fine art projects which represent an individual’s decision to enter into a community structure. Exploring solidarity and collectiveness
along with performative nature of collaboration.

‘1:1 intervention in a city
means establishing a direct,
participating relationship with
urban space, it means becoming
an urban practitioner; as a
person,
not
professionally.’

“Through a series of people dressed in the interconnected overalls we witness the birth
of a new multi-faceted, multi-limbed formation joined together in a single human chain,
sharing a common space”. Mark Sanders
“Women
wearing
war-surplus
gascapes to shield against smog in Philadelphia,
Escaping
the
smog,
1953.”

Alexa Färber and Marianne Müller
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LANGUAGE OF THE STREET.

Throughout the Covid-19 pandemic the pavement has become an extension of the home as we
have been confined to our eternal home scape.
“If our work situation continues, we might have to
work and live on the street” Plastique Fantasique.
Pandemics have decentralised the city dispersing people around the city, however, more than ever people are
experiencing their city on foot pertaining as the flaneur.
The flaneur, as a figure, was a spectator of modern urban environment and the subversions of man due to the

new constructs. This figure is portrayed as observing the
built environment and representing the pedestrian’s relationship to the city. Furthermore, the flaneur can be
studied as being an embodiment of what the future urban wanderers must face in a modern city. Thus, identifying man as a crucial element to revealing the urban
fabric of cities, standing as a significant consideration
to the importance of the pedestrian in the urban realm.
The theory of ‘dérive’ can be compared to the flaneur, described by the Letterist International as; “the art of wandering
through urban space” experiencing the social sphere of the city.
The concept of a stroller wandering around the city and being
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attracted to certain areas within it, can be used to facilitate
the purpose of areas in the city. Thus, the theory of ‘dérive’
can be used in planning cities with consideration given to
the pedestrian and importance to their needs in city structure. Thus, identifying man as a crucial element to revealing
the urban fabric of cities, standing as a significant consideration to the importance of the pedestrian in the urban realm.
The concept of human landscape again reaffirms this viewpoint, focusing on the way people using the city will experience the space at their own level. Jan Gehl further describes
how it is crucial that we design urban landscapes for city
life on a human scale. “life, space, buildings – in that order.”

The phenomenon of movement today is a complete manifestation of control, one that can be chosen to part take in.
By producing temporary inflatable structures that change
everyday life and in doing so will liberate the pedestrian into
an experimental dimension of revolution. Being exposed to
the public realm adds to users understanding of the city
and through ‘Inflatable City’ can develop ideas of how to
engage people with public space. As said by Deyan Sudjic,
the city has a unique power “offers chances of social encounters and places in which new ideas are being shapes.”
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INFLATABLES
In reaction to the subversion of man within the built environment and with purpose to liberate from the fixity of the
traditional building development, ‘Inflatable City’ proposes
a new tool for city voyeurism through inflatable architecture, which is cheap, transportable and easy to assemble.

1

2
1 - Inflatable of Josep Ponsatí, 1971. Arxiu Jordi Gómez.
2 - Penique Productions
3 - Plastique Fantastique, Venice Art Biennale 2019
4 - Ant Farm
5 - Unknown. Images of inflatable structures in contrast to
rigid structures.
6 - Atmos field - Graham Stevens 1970

3
4
5

The structures question the standard concept of buildings
which are no fixed form and cannot be translated through
to normal architectural plans and section. Inflatables move
away from the reliance of expert architectural knowledge
constituting a type of participatory architecture that allows
the users to take control of their environment. Housed within in-between spaces of buildings making the city a laboratory of temporary spaces activating, creating and sharing
public space and involving citizens in creative processes.
The pandemic has made us question our reliance on individual air space and within this realm inflatables create
a physical reaction of this as they are less about the plastic fabric which encases the main material of the structure,
air. Plastique Fantastique describe the simplest of structures as “a skin that separates but also connects, that
breather’s new life into the city and makes the invisible
visible”, they create a desire to want and need to be inside. Creating a spectacle out of the city and illustrates the
performative possibilities of urban environments. A wellknown Scandinavian phrase states “people come where
people are” illustrating individuals desire to people watch.
It has been shown that humans often reject architectural form and prefer the presence of human interactions.
This visionary metropolis ‘Inflatable City” encapsules a
packed city capturing the main essence of a city as being
the interaction that happens within the architecture. Theorist
Hiller and Hanson state that “buildings are not just objects
but transformations fo space through objects” This can be
considered when looking at temporary architectural spaces of inflatables which transform space and create a new
environment which allow users to question their current surroundings. They go on to state that “like a piece of architecture the city is a construction in space” the city holds meaning as a form which can be moulded much like architecture.
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Inflatables
offer
a
space
to
experience
the
city
from
a
static
standpoint.
Social nature and architectural form go through changes together proving the importance of recognising and
including cultures in space and designing the city structure to purpose the societies that reside within the city.
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MATERIAL RESEARCH.

Linsey
McIntosh on
the V&A Making
Room We sent out
casting kits
for remote
covid use and
part-took in a
workshop giving
participants a
step by step
guide to making
the casts.

Nicola McCabe on
the V&A Making
Room Workshop
I created a mould
of a cast which participants then cast
themselves using
alginate, allowing
for an accessible
remote cast.

Exploring inflatable materials and
experimenting with the form. Testing
how the individual reacts to being
within the structure.
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Exploring Casting materials, speaking to experts and designers.
Testing ways of casting the city through
using air drying clay,
and plaster casts.
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TILE MAKING KIT.
City Dweller 01
My perception of the Dundee
is always shifting but taking
time to appreciate the materiality of the space gives it a
new layered meaning.

02
02

City Dweller 02
I think there is beauty in the
details that we can’t notice if
we don’t take time for them.
01
01
City Dweller 03
As I took the cast, I thought
about how we look at things in
a global way and we take for
granted what’s around us.
City Dweller 04
03
03

04
04

01 – Step by step guide to
01 – Step
step
guide
to
casting
thebycity
and
questioncasting the city and questionnaire.
05
naire.
02
– Tile Casting pack with
05
02
Tile Casting
pack with
cast– placed
on top.
cast
placed
on top.
03
– Cast
taken
of the city.
03
–
Cast
taken
04 Participatingofinthe
thecity.
mak04 –ofParticipating
in thetilemaking
the city through
ing of the city through tile
casts.
casts.
05
– Cut and dried cast of
05 – Cut and
airdrying
clay.dried cast of
airdrying clay.
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I like the style of the building
and wanted to highlight the
patterns of seemingly ordinary
bricks. This task made me
pause and think of my daily
surroundings in a more creative way.

Community engagement through tile making. The tile making kits would
be picked up from the City Laboratory and taken out into the city. The
individual would then take a cast of a city texture and bring it back to the
Laboratory. In doing so the individual is experiencing the city 1:1 and creating the city on a smaller scale causing them to question their perception
of the city. These tiles would then be made weather resistant by creating
ceramic tiles using plaster moulds and creating clay tiles which would
be fired in the kiln. These would then be displayed within the Inflatable
Conversation site acting as a curation of the city made by the inhabitants.
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INFLATABLE KIT.
01

02

04

03

05
01 – Collecting the step by step inflatable city guide.
02 – Unpacking kit to see fan, inflatable and questionnaire.
03 – Filling out questionnaire and considering what
area within the city you would like to see change.
04 – Inflating the kit within the area of the city you
would like to see change.
05 – Informing the workshop of the area within the city
and allowing them to go collect the space to be considered and discussed.
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Jesse Seegers, Spatial Practitioner The big picture of what inflatables are
good for is creating a frame of a space
that can be much faster than typical
hard architecture. There is an opportunity in the gap between the idea of space
being planned and the final construction. Inflatables can use time as a material more than the physical material.
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SITE ANALYSIS.

4
1

2

3
Site Pictures of the four sites and casts of the
sites textures.
01 - The City Laboratory, Meadows Entry.
02 - Conversation Capsule, St Peters Court.
03 - Factory Floor, Rankies Court.
04 - Instant City, City Sqare, Caird Hall.
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04

03

02

01

1 - The City Laboratory, Meadows Entry.
2 - Conversation Capsule, St Peters Court.
3 - Factory Floor, Rankies Court.
4 - Instant City, City Sqare, Caird Hall.
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01 CITY LABORATORY
The City Laboratory is a testbed of idea
generation and processing as well as
a physical workshop for producing city
objects and prototyping inflatable structures. A nucleus for the city’s urban
circulatory system, producing and exchanging concepts and structures that permanently or temporarily live within the city.
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SITE CONTEXT.

View of entrance and buildings from Albert Street and Commercial Street.

Axonometric of the City Laboratory.

Wire-frame view of the City Laboratory and a temporary inflatable within the
site.
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View of the
surrounding buildings
that house the City
Laboratory. View of
four entry points into
the site within the
dead space of the
buildings.

View of entrance and buildings from the Murraygate.
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TECHNICAL DRAWINGS AND ZONING AXONOMETRIC.

Elevations of the City Laboratory
The City Laboratory Is broken down into three zones acting as an idea generator and processor as well as a physical workshop for producing city objects and prototype inflatable structures. Consisting of discussion areas to
process ideas that are coming from the second and third site. Small scale
making allows for entry level making techniques and opportunities for the
community to get involved with basic skills. Large scale making, constructing the inflatable structures that requires more knowledge of making skills.
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Forming the City - An area within the Small Scale making
zone which is replicated to the production of cast textured and city objects. Acting as a ‘plaster room’ technicians would be hired to teach and run classes on how
to create city textured tiles. The City Textures Kits that
are available to pick up from the site contain air drying
clay which is an easy and accessible way to allow some
who is in-experienced create a cast. This would then be

SEWING THE CITY.

CONSTRUCTING THE CITY.

FORMING THE CITY.

DISCUSSING THE CITY.

PERSPECTIVE VIEWS OF THE CITY LABORATORY.

brought back to the site where a plaster mould would
be made of the cast and then a clay mould from that.
That would then be fired within the kiln and brought to
the Conversation Capsule site to be displayed.
Constructing the City - An area within the Large Scale
making zone made up of long workshop tables in
order to lay out fabric to cut and measure to make the
1:1 prototypes of the City.
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Discussing the City - A zone in itself dedicated to the discussion and generation of ideas
with the community, about the city. Here is where the questions within the Conversation
Capsule are generated altered according to feedback. Guest Architects and Planners
would attend workshops whereby engaging with the community on current projects and
their wants within the city.
Sewing the City - A zone within the Large Scale Making area, the material patterns for the
inflatable structures are printed, cut and stitched together. Options of heat sealing the
inflatable or stitching them together.
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LARGE SCALE MAKING.

TESTING THE CITY.

CITY LABORATORY KITS.

PERSPECTIVE VIEWS OF THE CITY LABORATORY.

01

02

03

The interior walls of the city are
replica cast of the exsisting city walls
within the urban room between the
buildings. Replicating the effect
that inflatables have when pressed
up against a surface therefore
‘casting’ the surrounding space.
01 - Cast of textured brick
work
and
arched
window.
02 - Cast of railing leading up to a door way.
03 - Cast of rythmic window frames.
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City Laboratory Kits - An area at the entrance of the building whereby members of the public can collect the
Inflatable kit and the Tile kit. At the entrance where they experience the inflatable structure attached to the
entrance and contemplate what change they would like to see.
Large Scale Making - Overview of the area.
Testing the City - Located on the mezzanine level, getting an overview of the whole Lab. Inflatable prototypes
would be brought up and tied to hooks, sitting on the ledge of the mezzanine the inflatable would be blown
up over the the bottom floor and the structure tested before heading over to the Factory Floor.
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TEMPORARY INFLATABLE ATTACHED TO CITY LAB.

View of the exterior of the City Laboratory within the
temporary inflatable that would be erected on the
occasion to bring intrigue to the site and allowing
people to experience the feeling of being within the
enclosed inflated space leading up to the entrance.
The stucture would attach onto the entry way of the
Lab and be inflated using fans within the doorway.
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ATTACH TO ENTRANCE 1

PLACE WITHIN SITE

3

TURN ON FAN

ENJOY SPACE

4

2
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SPATIAL CONSIDERATIONS.

2

SKETCHING

1
4

DISCUSSING

SEWING
PROTOTYPING

3

5

TEACHING
CONSTRUCTING

Each of the sites are inspired by hands on making
techniques. For the City Laboratory each of the
zones is broken down into the process of city
development through collective involvment.
Community involvment is crucial to the concept
and this is facilitaed througn accessible entry level
workshops throgh physically making and skill
building.
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Design Inspiration
01 - Freitag Workshop
02 - Freiitag Workshop, raw materials of site
and construction facilities.
03 - The Pathé Foundation, Paris, by Renzo
Piano Building Workshop. Inspiring the
organic form of the roof.
04 - Rachel Wrightread Sculpture, Tate
Exhibition.
05 - Collages Of Cities, Anastasia Savinova.
06 - Carmody Groarke, The Filling Station.
Inspiring the rhythmic structure of the City
Laboratory.
07 - Peter Cook, Kunsthaus Graz. Inspiring
the form of the roof structure, utalising north
light.

6

7
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

01

01

02

03
02

Design development through making.
In order to create the cast walls of the city which are ‘displayed’ within the City Laboratory,
a trial and error process took place. Displayed above are some of the prototye casts that
contributed to the understanding of using the materail.
01 - A clay mould impression taken from laser cut mdf details and poured with plaster.
02 - 10mm CNC rubber for cast walls.
0 3 - Plaser mould of CNC rubber cast.
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Sketch Development
01 - Sketches of the roof structure of the
City Laboratory.
02 - Sketch development of the social
interactions that happen within the site
and zoning off the area using typography and super graphics.
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02 CONVERSATION CAPSULE
Conversation Capsule considers how
individuals interact with architecture and
combines that with the dual interaction of
human connection and the communication
with architecture. Merging individual,
space and social relations, offering a
place to contemplate and discuss the city.
An inflated temporary environment which
offers a unique isolated environment
within the urban fabric of the city. Through
inserting only their head the user opens a
new perceptual realm of experiencing the
city. Free from personal representation, the
user is uninhibited and able to experience
the abstracted city textured tiles that the
inflatable environment pushes up against.
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CONVERSATION CAPSULE.

Perspective view of audience member watching the site be
constructed, applying the tiles to the walls, removing the
inflatables from the lockers and inflatable about to be formed.
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INFLATABLE CONVERSATION MANUAL.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

City manual for inflating the conversation capsule.
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SITE CONTEXT.

View of entrance and buildings from the Seagate.

Plan of the Conversation Capsule Site.

Wire-frame view of the Conversation Capsule and a temporary inflatable
within the site.
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View of the
buildings house
the Conversation
Capsule. View from
the busy main street
and spectators.

View of entrance and buildings from the Murraygate.
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ELEVATIONS OF SITE.

Front Elevation

Left Elevation

Left Elevation - showing the inflatable being set up
within the site as well as some city texture tiles being
applied form the Inflatable City Kits.

Right Elevation

Right Elevation - The same scenario taking place
form the other side.
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Front Elevation - Inflatable being taken from the lockers as well as a three person conversation.

Back Elevation

Back Elevation - Inflatable being used to have group
conversation as well as some tiles being applied.
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INFLATED CONVERSATION CAPSULE.

Two person Conversation.

Perspective views of outside the inflatable showing the different types
of conversation that could happen.

Group conversation.
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Three person conversation.

Inside Conversation Capsule.
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CITY TEXTURE TILES WITHIN SITE.

Tile with number underneath and name of person who cast and where it was made.

Close-up of the City Texture tile wall, a curation of tiles that have been individually cast by inhabitants of the city. Bringing
back ownership of the city to the community as well as acting as a mini city for conversation about change.
Through getting up close with the city and focussing on one point, it causes the individual’s perception of the city to
change and brings heightened understanding and ownership of the city.
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SPATIAL CONSIDERATIONS.

1

2
3

4

Spatial ideologies for the conversation capsule
have been taken from city building construction site.
Since the site houses the very raw initial stage in
the design process the spatial intervention reflects
that. Inspired by hands on making techniques of
construction and take on a similar aesthetic form of
Brutalist water tanks.
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Design Inspiration.
01 - Bernd Becher and Hilla Becher,
Photography of Brutalist Water Tower.
02 - Women wearing war-surplus
gas-capes to shield against smog in
Philadelphia, Escaping the smog, 1953.
03 - ‘The Body Decides’ (Franz Erhard
Walther, Wiels, Brussels)
04 - Kotaro Horiuchi Architecture’s,
Fusionner 1.0.
05 - Student Project, shipping container
turned into experimental commune,
Geneva.

5

7
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT.
01

02

03

04

01

05

Design development through making.
Experimenting with casting City Texture tiles using air-drying clay
pushed up against the surface of the city and replicating the unique
texture.
01 - Cast taken from Meadows Entry.
02 - Cast taken from Castle Street Pend.
03 - Cast taken from Rankies Court.
04 - Cast taken from Meadows Entry.
05 - Mini casts of Meadows Entry, using laser cut MDF.
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02
Sketch Development
01 - Sketches of the lockers and puller system for raising the inflatable.
02 - Sketch development of the social interaction within the site and the user experience
of unpacking the inflatable
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03 Factory Floor
The Factory Floor is a space to prototype
concepts and structures for the city, before
they are presented and displayed at the
final site. The inflated site sits within the
urban room of the buildings and pokes out
of the façade, relying on the spontaneous
interactions that happen within the city to
activate urban engagement. The structure
acts as a city simulator, encompassing
the raw forms of the city that represent the
structure that is being prototyped. It gives
the opportunity for city dwellers to draw on
the urban fabric against the inflated structure
and sketch their feedback of the city.
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SITE CONTEXT.

Elevation of Inflatable within Factory Floor site.

Street view from the High Street of Inflatable poking out of Facade.

Perspective of empty Factory Floor Site.

Wire-frame view of the Conversation Capsule and a temporary inflatable within the
site.
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USER EXPERIENCE OF PROTOTYPING THE CITY.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

6

Stages of Prototyping
01 - The City Prototype is taken from the City Laboratory.
02 - It is then taken to the Factory Floor.
03 - The Prototype is set up with the City objects within.
04 - The structure is then put to test with members of the public and
workshops held to give feedback about the concept.
05 - It is then packed up and taken back to the City Laboratory.
06 - Changes are made to the Prototype and the process is then
repeated and refined until the final design outcome.
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5

The third site Prototyping the City is a space
pocketed within an alleyway next to the
Keiler Center. It is cultural test-bed for the
concepts developed at the ‘Conversation
Capsule’ and ‘City Laboratory’. Giving more
opportunity for the city to become involved
with creating their surrounding environments.
The developed concept of the inflatable, for
example a town hall structure how be tested
within the alleyway. Unrolled and inflatable,
the space would house ‘city objects’ that
would be representations of the objects that
would be within the proposal for the net city
space. The objects in the cities that mimic
the cities themselves. Focusing on bringing
people back to the street, looking at typical
interventions that populate the streets.
Considering chalking the street, allowing
people to sketch on the inflatable space,
giving feedback of what they think about
the concept for the next city intervention.
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CITY OBJECTS.

1
2
People discussing the City Objects displayed inside the Factory Floor inflatable.

4
3
5
6

City Objects
1- Archway taken from the entrance to an alleyway.
2 - Post taken from a pend entry way.
3 - Stairs from a break off access point from the City Square.
4 - A lamp post scattered around the City.
5 - A mattress found within St Peters Court Alleyway.
6 - Public bench furniture.
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View of the Factory Floor entrance onto the High Street with city inhabitants giving feedback.
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Section views of the interior of the Factory Floor inflatable prototype in use. With City inhabitants
sketching on the urban fabric of their city. This form of Urbanism allows for spontaneous
input from passers by and spectators of their opinion on the next city structure to be created.
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SPATIAL CONSIDERATIONS

1

3
2

Spatial ideologies for the Factory Floor refer to the traditional
usage of the street. From children playing to hanging up the
washing and applying that to the way the space will be used.
Allowing individuals to sketch against the urban fabric within
the inflatable structure much like chalking up the street. Presenting their ideas within the space just like hanging up the
washing on the line for neighbours to see.

Design Inspiration
01 - Pierre Szekely’s Midcentury Modern
Playgrounds.
02 - Invisible Cities, Caroline Allen
03 - Gonzalo Fonseca Installation.
04 - Unknown, play scultpure.
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4 5

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

01

01

02

02
Design development through making.
01 - Sketch-models of rhythmic analysis of the site being abstracted and
combined with site elevations.
02 - Experimenting with shape and pattern in order to create inflatable
structure as well as inspire inhabitants to express their views on the city.
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Sketch Development
01 - Sketch development of
how the user would construct
and use the space.
02 - Abstracted City sketches.
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04 INSTANT CITY
Instant City is the final stage in the design
process, presenting the precooked
concept for the city within the city square.
Instantly inflating the concept and
allowing for the inhabitants to experience
their discussions in physical form. A
spectacle square treating the city as a
stage for mass theatre and embedding
collectively produced inflatable structures
that represents that inhabitants’ desires.
Turning conceptual ideas into urban form,
a hybrid of architecture and discussion.
Utilising the historic significance of a
public square for spontaneous meetings,
demonstrations
and
revolutions.
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SITE CONTEXT.

Section view of the Instant City inflatable within City Square.
View of Instant City entrance leading up from Castle Street into the feedback corridor.

Elevation of corridor off Castle Street leading up to Instant City.

View of City Square being occupied to play city chess before the Instant city intervention.

Wire-frame view of the City Laboratory and a temporary inflatable within the site.
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PERSPECTIVE OF INSTANT CITY.
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PERSPECTIVES OF INSTANT CITY.

View from Castle Street Pend, with temporary door fixing to allow air to stay within.

Section of Instant City inflatable structure.

Detailed views of
the construction
techniques and
outputs

View of inflatable attached to pegs by ropes.

Interior views of interventions happening within the final considered inflatable structure. Within
members of the public are able to contemplate the future structure that they will see within their
city. Attention brought to the structure will encourage people to get involved with future design
projects. Talks with urban practitioners, architects and city inhabitants would take place within.
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SPECTACLE SQUARE.

A spectacle square treating the city as a stage for mass theatre and embedding collectively produced inflatable
structures that represents that inhabitants’ desires. Turning conceptual ideas into urban form, a hybrid of architecture
and discussion. Utilising the historic significance of a public square for spontaneous meetings, demonstrations and
revolutions. Inspired by soviet Russian propaganda city squares which would broadcast the voices of newspapers and
have a series of apparatus which supported their agenda. Applying this to Instant City and flipping it on its head by
still using similar techniques but to encourage diversity within spaces. Using the exposure of the site for good use by
propaganda to liberate the individual from architectural constraints.
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PERSPECTIVES OF INSTANT CITY.

1

2

3

4

5

6

View of overall sire with people watching and constructing the site.

Perspective of corridor off Castle Street leading up to Instant City.

Feedback engagement boards on the way to the site and out of the site. The temporary
structures would display conversation prompts and questions on the city experience ranging
from a simple yes no to more detailed descriptions. Shown above are options of ‘I would like to
have a conversation about’ giving people the opportunity to give more detailed answers. Also
shown is a pick and tick option that allows people to very quickly engage with their opinions.
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Steps of setting up the Instant City Inflatable.
01 - Arrive at the Site
02 - Attach doors to grooves within the site and archways and weave inflatable
into doors to act as enclosed space.
03 - Remove tile from hidden fan with city square.
04 - Attach rope to the hidden moveable peg within the floor of the city square.
05 - Attach inflatable to fan.
06 - Locate chosen fans on grid switch board and turn fans on and inflate fans.
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SPATIAL CONSIDERATIONS

1

2
3

4

Spatial ideologies for Instant City have been taken from
the physical need and desrie to people watch. Looking at
spectators and applying that to the city square as a place to
congrate and observe the creation of Instant City. As well as
focusing on the usage of public squares to protest. Applying
that to the design of the space which gives the collective the
space to voice their opinions.

Design Inspiration
01 - The giant soluble man, James Lee
Byars
02 - Louviers Music School Rehabilitation
and Extension, Opus 5 Architectes.
03 - Spaces of Learning, Raumlabor.
04 - Red Shoes at Bam, Ann Slavit.
05 - Giant Game of Chess, St Peters
Square.
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5

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

01

01

Design development through making.
Sketch-model development of displaying the city within city square.
01 - Combining concepts of casting and display to develop Instant
City structure.
02 - Forming the structure of the inflatable within the pends.

Sketch Development
01 - Sketching the feedback interactions
within the corridors and how the inflatable
attached to the urban floor.
02 - Sketch development of the possible
inflatable entrances for each of the sites
and developing the archway shapes from
abstracting city spaces.
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02

02
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